
EXCERPTS FROM THE DIARY OF
A NEANDERTHAL DILETTANTE

January 7, Middle Paleolithic Era

We completed the tiny papier-mâché mastodons
today and are about to display them on our
prominent eyebrow ridges; many of us fear we will
be ridiculed, because inexplicably the obtuse beasts
will grasp our satirical intentions…

January 9, Paleolithic Era

Today our “history of groupies” teacher gave a lecture
on the inevitability of geniuses throughout the ages
building a spaceship from the countless autographs
which have been requested of them; I must confess
that I don’t quite grasp the concept of remarkable
beings in a flimsy paper construction exploring the
vast frontiers of groupies, lackeys, and dabblers in
other solar systems; but I don’t let on to anyone about
this because if I did I would undoubtedly be
considered less than chic and maybe get placed in the
same category as those from a regressed backwater
who are still diagramming cave drawings.

January 23, Paleolithic Era 

Just recently we have been learning to draw Picasso
running towards us holding a small pad of paper;
who or what Picasso is remains to be seen;
according to the professor he doesn’t exist yet. This
evening I decorated several caves with thousands of
images of this unknown figure and find it hard to
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suppress extreme satisfaction in doing so; I just
hope that my feelings of mirth are not unjustified
because, as the professor said, who or what Picasso
is still remains to be seen.  Since I, the professor
and my fellow students will all be fragments
preserved in glass cases in natural history museums
by the time Picasso is born, we have no way of
knowing whether or not he was  somehow involved
in the arts. Perhaps I should be more skeptical, for
all I know Picasso might be a ne’er-do-well who lives
at the Y.M.C.A who is in a constant state of
trepidation over the fact that he might be an
immense ruffled pair of anthropomorphic
bloomers in a world inhabited by omnipotent
seamstresses who are vehemently against ruffles.

February 5, Paleolithic Era

Today some students had a dispute over whose
vertebrae in whose spine would make a better set
of dominoes, those of the Neanderthal, or those of
modern man; soon this frivolous activity gave way
to a rally protesting against the spine becoming
erect through evolutionary time. The viable
alternative presented was to reverse the process of
evolution so that the spine will regress into
curvature so extreme it could be easily mistaken for
a hula hoop; I still don’t understand why such grave
issues must have such frivolous conclusions.

February 20, Paleolithic Era

Today, in our “modes of appropriating the new” class
the teacher presented a manuscript to the students
which was written by a contemporary of those who
will one day display our bones in natural history
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museum show cases (I am taking a special course in
using the past tense in reference to events that have
not happened yet) The teacher was unsure whether
or not the manuscript was a criticism of some long
forgotten work, or simply something indistinguishable
from a patchwork quilt someone’s aunt wove from
grocery lists collected throughout the ages.

Predictably the class assignment is to analyze
the intentions of this work (I have already
completed my terse essay filled with more insights
than anything manufactured in state of the art
nurseries of precocity). I will thoroughly describe
my adroit observations, but first here is the
manuscript presented to the class: To understand
Conan’s collection of poems “Flowers,” we must
first examine several of the author’s earlier works:
“Circumvention and the maternal instincts toward
a hot water bottle filled with ink drained from love
letters drenched soaking wet in a hurricane.” 

This work is essentially a melodrama focusing
on the concept of Machiavelli and a folk singer
synthesizing their ideas in a whirlpool bath; these
two characters are never mentioned in the work
however. Instead the central theme deals with the
hot water bottle and the various stages of the ink
congealing inside it; Conan tests the ink for
amorous content with litmus paper; the tragedy of
this work became increasingly apparent when a
vegetable strainer gets stuck inside the hot water
bottle for eternity; it is subtly implied that Conan
was attempting to strain all the love unrequited
from the ink to appropriate it for his own
martyrdom.

Halfway through this work a pervasive
callousness begins when Conan installs the iron
hard hot water bottle as a clapper inside a giant



rubber bell used in a vast truck tire factory; it is at
this point that we become aware of the truck tire
molds patterned after the convolutions of museum
guard brains; there is little explanation of this
enigmatic subject, only Conan’s  envious lamenting
over a fleeting white walled genius who makes long
hauls across interstate highways winning fourteen
Pulitzer prizes in every truckstop along the way.

The conclusion of this work seems to be a vague
compensation; there are the beginnings of an epic
poem based on the tragic theme of ink congealing
inside a hot water bottle, but soon enough Conan
goes off on a cynical tangent about how such a
consolidated mass of human frailness and
vulnerability could become something resembling a
huge hockey puck wearing an opaque slipcover. In
Conan’s second work he sees himself as a pair of
metaphorical swim trunks, a premise which supports
his fears that his students will outgrow him; this work
deals primarily a homage paid to a student who has
Conan’s seams altered by a tailor so he will still fit
inside his teacher. This process continues until the
trunks are so large that someone installs tightropes
inside the legs; soon meter maids pirouette up and
down the ropes juggling barren oysters; Conan is
particularly bitter about this because he has
unwittingly invented a metaphor for impotence. The
conclusion, however, is filled with optimism (a
thousand-page treatise about a flattering remark once
made comparing him to a terry cloth astrodome).

February 26, Paleolithic Era

During the next five years Conan took his sabbatical
and went to Africa; it was there he wrote Scavengers
Femme Fatale, a tragedy in which he is the
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protagonist.  Here we have a stark scene on the plains
of Africa, with Conan building geysers which shoot
Miss Clairol hair dye high into the sky in an attempt
to dye a flock of circling vultures the same shade of
blonde as actress Doris Day. A general sense of
disappointment bordering on scandal begins when
Conan learns that he has dyed an enclave of vultures
all of whom are named Doris Day. If the Doris Day
vultures are already blond; why must he attempt to
dye them blond a second time?

February 29, Paleolithic Era

Conan’s next work “The Pachyderm in my
hairdryer” deals with the development of a curler
for the trunk of a baby elephant which has become
stiff from the psychological conditioning of
listening to too many popular love songs based on
the theme of lockjaw. He boasts of his scientific
genius when he encases a chain of supermarkets
inside a giant test tube made from shower curtains
with daisies printed on them; he then isolates the
rare strain of curler from millions of shopping
housewives ( apparently the daisies on the shower
curtains helped him focus his critical powers to
develop an orthopedic curler culture.

March 2, Paleolithic Era

Conan’s next project concerns a pugilist and a theory
about his cufflinks and the fillings in his teeth.
According to Conan there is a gravitational force
pulling the cufflinks and tooth fillings together.
Predictably a tragedy takes place when the cufflinks
and fillings merge at his chest, forming an unsightly
metallic jewel detracting from the appearance of his
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virile synthetic patch of chest hair. Soon he develops a
strain of tadpole which remains in the legless stage and
resembles his favorite boxers; in artificial environments
(aftershave ponds) he invents lily pads which resemble
boxing gloves; much to his despair his creations adhere
to his tragic theory; they possess replicas of his patch
of synthetic chest hair which is overshadowed by the
unsightly metallic jewel. Conan is furious, losing
control when the metallic jewel detaches itself from
the chest hair floating to the surface of the pond to sun
itself on the boxing glove lily pads.

March 10, Paleolithic Era

Finally we arrive at Conan’s book “Flowers” (before
reviewing it I feel it necessary to discuss the
illustrations because of the effect they had on one
of our greatest painters; upon viewing them Chaim
Soutine gave up painting meat carcasses and took
up residence inside a mailbox where he composed
elaborate paper dolls resembling a goat named
Emily who only produces milk on leap year while
spinning on a merry-go-round chandelier at the
ceiling of the Waldorf Astoria hotel).

Reviewing this book I must confess that I
haven’t read it, and suggest that you don’t read it
either. I have developed a more successful means
of interpreting its meaning. If you will note
carefully, the poems are written in long narrow
columns shaped like spinal vertebrae. If we take the
book apart placing each column on top of the other
we will eventually form the author’s spine; perhaps
this is an oblique hint that the real brilliant epic on
unparalleled artistic merit is in the shoulder blades
or up the back of the cranium; let us hope that the
opening in his infant skull cap finally sealed up
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completely or else his genius and muse might fall
through the opening plummeting down to the balls
of the feet where it will remain unexhumed by even
the most clairvoyant of orthopedic podiatrists  with
missiles to send the psychic contents back up to the
mind.

March 19, Paleolithic Era

A pervasive callousness begins when Conan installs
an iron hard hot water bottle as a clapper inside a
giant rubber bell in a vast truck tire factory; at this
point we become aware of  truck tire molds
patterned after the convolutions on museum guards’
brains. Conan obviously means his students’ brain
convolutions. Although it is flattering to know that
the imprints of one’s mind will be left to posterity by
way of a practical manufacturing device, I am not so
naïve as not to recognize that the imprints of the
brain are no more immortal than a vast corpus of
measured contours of feet that have been under
medical attention placed end to end forming a
connected chain around the circumference of the
earth, resembling Saturnian rings; somehow it is
apparent that this spectacle would not become a
legend in  the podiatrists’ hall of fame. Some
fraternity brothers and I have seen fit to compose a
maze from the truck tire molds and subject Conan
to a rigorous obstacle course based on our collective
intelligence.

March 21, Paleolithic Era

Conan’s metaphorical swim trunk theme is
deceptive. It isn’t swim trunks our teacher is
speaking of but monogrammed boxer shorts, several
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pairs of them which the students never outgrow.
Instead a meter maid and an oyster catcher pilfer the
monograms from the boxer shorts inexplicably
presenting them to the public as their own invention
which produces pearls while causing one to get
several parking tickets (for every pearl produced one
must get fourteen parking tickets) This invention
becomes extremely popular because it illustrates the
point that one cannot have ethereal gems without
everyday petty annoyances (I truly believe that an
oyster which produces parking tickets instead of
pearls would be the authentic ethereal gem).

March 22, Paleolithic Era

Conan’s work “Scavengers Femme Fatale” is simply
a bit of veiled sarcasm; what is obvious is that the
person who is attempting to dye flocks of circling
vultures a Doris Day blonde with Miss Clairol hair
dye geysers is really Conan trying to conceal his
desire to tattoo low-brow pool hall types with the
most brilliant of his students’ manuscripts; I really
don’t see how this could work because what
tattooist would have enough erudite literacy to
cover each pool player with an entire student
manuscript without first tattooing anchors, flags,
dagger-pierced hearts and other classic retro tattoo
themes in place of metaphysical observations and
abstruse points which can only be grasped by an
elite select few?

March 23, Paleolithic Era

The “Pachyderm in my hair dryer” is an insult
Conan is directing towards his students; any
association of a pachyderm with curlers is a cue for
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